**Bingo Volunteer Opportunities:**

**Door: Requires 2 volunteers per night**
When players arrive they must purchase “buy ins”. This duty involves selling the buy ins. This is ideal for a couple since one person counts out the packets and the other person counts the money. You are able to sit for this position.

**Sunday shift:** 4:15 to 7:00*pm  
**Tuesday shift:** 5:15 to 7:00*pm

**Window: Requires 1 volunteer per night**
This activity involves counting tickets and money from the games. Accuracy is very important and this position does require being trained. Volunteer is able to sit during their shift.

**Sunday shift:** 5:00 to 9:30*pm  
**Tuesday shift:** 6:00 to 10:30*pm

**Cashier: requires 1 volunteer per night**
This volunteer is responsible for counting the money that comes in from the window, door, and multi pack sales and also verifying concessions money at that end of the night. Accuracy is very important for this position and training is required. You are able to sit for this position.

**Sunday shift:** 5:00 to 9:30*pm  
**Tuesday shift:** 6:00 to 10:30*pm

**Multipacks sales: requires 1 volunteer per night**
With this sitting position you sell the multipacks to the players. The players come to you to make their purchase.

**Sunday shift:** 4:15 to 7:00*pm  
**Tuesday shift:** 5:15 to 7:00*pm

**Floor: requires 3 volunteers per night**
Looking to add steps to your daily Fitbit count? This is the job for you! You walk around with the bingo sheets selling to the players. This position is for adults who are comfortable handling money.

**Sunday shift:** 4:45 to 9:30*pm  
**Tuesday shift:** 5:45 to 10:30*pm

**Concessions: requires 2 volunteers per night**
Involves selling concession food, and filling customer orders from the kitchen window.

**Sunday shift:** 4:15 to 8:30*pm  
**Tuesday shift:** 5:15 to 9:00*pm

*estimated departure time

**Bake cakes for bingo concessions:**
We sell pieces of cake in our concession area and volunteers bake the cakes. Cakes need to be dropped off to our St. Ludmila school by 4:00pm on Sundays and Tuesdays.